Golden Slipper Celebrations Begins

Mr. George Azot, Director of Band, gives suggestions for coming concert

March Gloria Begins Chapel Nov. 25

With Community Band Presentation

"Get out your cotton bolls and employ Jennie, the Mt. Olive Community Band is playing Chapel the 18th of this month---your yarns are wanted as an additional applause for Jennie. A May Azot concert was held in the 5 S.

"Sound Off"

Chapel will start promptly at 10:30. A. M. with the playing of "March Gloria," by F. H. Loney, a past master of the march style. In this march the brasses, headed by our able Sousaphone Trumpet, John Bagdell, will "sound off" in the true spirit of the military, and if you don't begin to feel like marching around "Pe, Olo!" Russell Auditorium, well that's just what you have done good march music.

The concert will have many attractive sections in store for you listening pleasure. Among these are "Overton In a Classical Style" by Charles Carter, clinch arranger for Florida State University School of Music, is near neighbor to the South. "Cypress Illusion" by David Bennett, a well known Broadway show stranger, and "American Suite by John Kamin, Keyser, was a well known arranger with the "Hand" of the Andrews Platter, a very useful instrument. The program will vary in length, but is in the "March clip." The program will end with "March Month March so that we will feel in a gay mood for Christmas.

Now for the presenters:

New Members -- Mr. Gore One of the newest members to be added to the roster of MILLVILLE COMMUNITY BAND, and who, by the way, will still be in the chorus the 25th of November at 10:30 A. M., is Jean Gore. In this Concert Mr. Gore, who has just recently presented the most successful promotion of the "Mall's Orchestra," will play timpano Mr. Gore, along with his other talents, is a very capable musician. In recent months he has been playing under the words of "The Living Band," and has contributed to this program by the preparation of "The Living Band." Mr. Gore was invited by the directors and has accepted.

Author Miss O'Connor Writes For New Book On The American Novel

Author Flannery O'Connor, who was graduated from Georgia State College for Women and then went on a First Prize in the O. Henry Memorial Award for short stories, is among ten important American writers contributing to "The Living Novel. A Symposium," edited by Ginette O'Connor, published by The Author Miss O'Connor's first novel, "First November," was published in 1952. It was followed by a collection of her "Good Man is Hard To Find, and the author is now at work on her new book, "She Lives near Millipede.

In his present work, Mr. Locke says: "This book is dedicated to the proposition that the novel is an instrument and is addressed to the "Living World." In "The Living World,"

"He gathered the necessary material for the novel in theearnestness of his heart. Though the novel in itself still is no farther; it is a new creative field." 

The novel in itself still is no farther; it is a new creative field. It is a novel in its own right and is not intended to be read as a supplement to the novel."

Festivities Start at Eight Tonight Revealing Class Theme Secrets

By Marla Polls

On Friday night, November 30, in Russell Auditorium two weeks of hard work will reach its climax and all dreams will become a reality when the Golden Slipper is presented, to either the freshmen or the sophomore class of this year.

The event will begin at 8 p. m. However for all freshmen the plan for Golden Slipper is a secret so for Golden Slipper is a secret. The program will take place in Russell Auditorium and the time for Golden Slipper is an aspect which characters Golden Slipper.

The wearing of the green-purple and black-white-red all horizontal colors, this autumn theme contribute to the thrill of excitement.

During the past week, freshmen more than ever have realized their final project on freshmen Night. Since Mr. Weeze did not provide with the project a specific dress code for Golden Slipper, the freshmen not knowing, and having each day what it really is, freshmen have learned that Golden Slipper indicates friendship, sportmanship, hard work, and a sleepy feeling, to mention just a few.

The wearing of the red card symbolizes the pride which each student holds for her class. Whether a graduate of '37 or '41 her class is "the best.

Two meetings each night contribute to the spirit and emphasis needed for group cooperation. Happy faces and excited voices are common sights these days. A Happy Faces and Excited Voices' Committee is in charge of this event. It is a committee of six men who will be responsible for the current 1940 question: What game win it -- with Golden Shoes?

Examination Schedule

Fall Quarter 1957

December 14

8:00 -- First Period Classes

11:45 English 101, English 102

12:00 -- Second Period Classes, Health 101

4:00 -- Fourth Period Classes

11:00 -- Third Period Classes, Health 102

5:00 -- Math 103, Math 106

11:00 -- Fourth Period Classes

December 17

8:00 -- Biology 115

11:00 -- Fifth Period Classes
Live Modern! Here's News...

U.S. Patent Awarded To The L&M Miracle Tip

In 1937, U.S. Patent 219,926 was awarded to John W. Dunlop, for an improved tobacco filter. This filter, known as the Dunlop Filter, was designed to remove nicotine and tar from the smoke, making it both healthier and more enjoyable to smoke. The Dunlop Filter quickly became popular and was used in many of the leading brands of the time. However, in 1964, the Federal Trade Commission ruled that the Dunlop Filter was ineffective in reducing the amount of smoke and tar inhaled by smokers. As a result, the Dunlop Filter fell out of favor and was eventually discontinued.

The L&M Miracle Tip, which was introduced in 1964, is a twin filter cigarette that was designed to meet the new federal regulations. The L&M Miracle Tip was the first cigarette to be approved by the Federal Trade Commission as meeting the new standards for reduced tar and nicotine content. The L&M Miracle Tip was a huge success and quickly became one of the most popular cigarettes in the United States.

Today, the L&M Miracle Tip is still a popular cigarette, and it continues to be produced and sold in many countries around the world. The L&M Miracle Tip is known for its unique twin filter design, which helps to reduce the amount of tar and nicotine in the smoke. The L&M Miracle Tip is a great example of how innovation and technology can be used to create a healthier and more enjoyable smoking experience.
Only Viceroy gives you 20,000 FILTER TRAPS FOR THAT SMOOTHER TASTE

An ordinary filter... saves only one. Viceroy's twenty thousand traps save the whole mouthful of smoke.

The Viceroy Filter... saves twenty thousand. Compare the difference before you buy.

Twice as many filter traps as the other two largest-selling filter brands!

Viceroy, the Filter That's the Whole Filter!